
Juan Kelly:
A world of magical 
metaphors!

By Dr. Elaina Edman, 
Joplin Schools Art Teacher

Is that big cat about to eat an ice 
cream cone?  …maybe? The art of 
Juan Kelly may lead you to ask this 
question and other questions that will 
spark your imagination!  You may even 
question, “What is “normal?”

An artist can take something that 
you know… like an image of an animal 
and put the animal in an impossible 
position or situation.  With a few careful 
strokes of a paintbrush, an artist can 
lead you to consider something you had 
never imagined!  That’s the power of 
art!  Simply by painting a character into 
a weird scene, an unusual position, or 
interacting in a human-like way, the 
artist can make you think… wonder.  
When you look at magical, imaginary 
paintings of Juan Kelly, you might 
ask yourself, “What is Mr. Kelly trying 
to say?”  Although there are obvious 
things going on, the artist himself will 
leave much of the interpretation up to 
you!  

I had the pleasure of talking to 
the artist, both on the phone and in 
person when he delivered his work 
to the George A. Spiva Center for 

the Arts.  One of the first things that 
I found curious about Mr. Kelly was 
his hesitation to reveal what his work 
meant.  He made it clear that there was 

symbolism and deep ideas behind 
his work, but he was determined not 
to share this information with me.  He 
inferred that I was going to have to do 

my own mental work to create meaning 
from his paintings.  Of course, I was 
intrigued because I always like a 
challenge.  

Our featured artist uses a realistic 
style to lead us into an unreal world.  
His images challenge what we know 
and stimulate our subconscious.  Our 
subconscious is all that amazing stuff 
that our mind stores and makes us 
who we are.  But, the catch is that we 
are completely unaware of it!  So how 
we make meaning from one of these 
mysterious paintings is often a hidden 
experience… even from ourselves.  In 
this way, art can help us investigate 
the hidden ideas in our subconscious.  
Often, the characters in the paintings 
are metaphors.  A metaphor is when 
you portray a person, place, thing, or an 
action as being something else, even 
though it is not actually that “something 
else”.  A good example (and one that 
fits with Mr. Kelly’s art) is when we say 
that someone is a “black sheep of the 
family”.  We know that a person isn’t 
a sheep.  However, this metaphor has 
come to mean that someone is acting 
in “dark” ways that the rest of the family 
doesn’t like.  Metaphors often connect 
to our subconscious beliefs.

The show at the George A. 
Spiva Center for the Arts has many 
mysterious paintings by Juan Kelly.  
If you like surprises and unexpected 
images, you will love this show!  
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WHAT’S LURKING IN YOUR IMAGINATION? 
1.  As you look at Mr. Kelly’s artwork, take a notepad and write down ideas and words that pop into 

your mind.  Don’t edit these ideas, just write them down.
2.  When you have at least ten words and/or ideas, re-read them and decide what they mean.  Are 

these words telling you a story about the art?  Or maybe the words will tell you a little more about 
yourself!  

3.  Take these new ideas and write a paragraph or a story.  The story might be an allegory where 
there is hidden meaning for the reader… you might even use animals in your story with human 
characteristics just like in Mr. Kelly’s pieces!

METAPHORS
Mr. Kelly’s animals are personified.  They are doing things that you might expect a human to do but 
not a cow!  This is one way artists and writers tell stories.  The characters, who are an invention of 
someone’s imagination, are used to tell us something about how we see the world.  Often, great art 
will give you an opportunity to think and even struggle with a new perspective. 

Can you think of some metaphors?  Our language is full of them!!  Work with friends, family and 
classmates to create a list of metaphors.  Then discuss what they mean and how they may have 
come into our language.  

MEANINGFUL MATH!
Math is important if you are an artist.  It might not be obvious, but it is.  Juan Kelly paints on very 

large canvases.  The scale alone makes them remarkable!  Large paintings create some big challenges.  The first is getting the pieces from one place to another.  Large pieces will 
not fit into a car… they may not fit into most trucks.  What are the dimensions inside of your car?  How large is the largest painting that could fit in your car?  How about a truck?  If 
you can measure the inside of your car, where can you find this information?  

SOLUTIONS
So, how did Mr. Kelly get his artwork to the George A. Spiva Center for the Arts?  He had his large pieces rolled up and carefully stored.  When he arrived, he and Shaun Conroy at 
the center built the frames and stretched the painted canvases.  It was a lot of work.  Do you know the dimensions of the largest piece in this show?  

Sponsored by the Joy & John Cragin Family
George A. Spiva Center for the Arts
222 W. 3rd Street, Joplin, MO 64801 • 417-623-0183

Admission 
None, but donations are accepted.

Hours
Tuesday– Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m. 

Closed Mondays and major holidays.

Exhibit runs January 14 - February 19

El Globo Terraquio

La Piragua

Portrait before Legislation

El Barco Soberano
The Sovereign Boat

Vocabulary – Match to Definition
1.  image                             _____ adj.  something true to life, based on fact.
2.  interact                          _____ v.  explain.
3.  personfied                     _____ n.  a comparison between two things that are unrelated but share 

some common characteristics.
4.  interpret                        _____ v.  to guess
5.   symbolism                    _____ v.   when something nonhuman is given a human characteristic or 

personal nature.
6.  infer                              _____ v.  n.  a picture of something.
7.  intrigued                       _____ adj. or n.  in one’s mind, yet hidden from rational thoughts.
8.  realistic                         _____ n.  an artistic and poetic movement using symbols and indirect 

suggestion to express mystical ideas, emotions, and states of 
mind.

9.   subconscious               _____ v.   to have an effect on something or someone else and vice 
versa.

10. metaphor                     _____ v.  size in relationship to some system of measurement.
11. scale                            _____ v.  fascinated.

The Reins: Paintings by Juan Kelly


